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44 Ways to Survive
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Phil Buckley

1 ASSESSING
YOUR STRENGTHS
Exercise
What skills have I demonstrated?
Strengths assessment tool
Skills I’ve observed:

Skills my managers have observed:

Skills my team members have observed:

Success tip: Ask your peers to validate each of these three sets of
responses.
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2 SETTING YOUR
PERSONAL GOALS
Exercise
What are my personal goals
for this change initiative?
Goal tracking tool
Goals

Your goal

Why is it important?

Progress made

Skill

Behavior

Relationship

Success tip: Post your goals where they’re visible (e.g., screen, calendar,
journal) so they stay top-of-mind.
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3 BUILDING YOUR
CONFIDENCE
Exercise
How will I look, speak and sound
when I’m confident?
Confidence visualization tool
Imagine yourself confidently discussing the change you’re working on.
How do you look (posture, gestures, etc.)?

What are you saying?

What does your voice sound like (tone, pitch, etc.)?

Success tip: Practice these elements in a mirror to nail them before
you need them!
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4 OPTIMIZING YOUR
LIMITED TIME
Exercise
What decisions are project leaders making that
will impact the success of the change?
Decision planning tool
Decision

Decision maker(s)

Date of decision

Information required

Success tip: If you don’t have access to the leader, give the information
to someone they rely on for guidance.
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5 REMAINING CALM
UNDER PRESSURE
Exercise
How will I physically convey calmness
when under pressure?
Role model visualization tool
Think of a leader on the project who demonstrates calm under pressure.
How do they look (posture, gestures, etc.)?

What are they saying?

What are their eyes focused on?

Success tip: Emulating a successful leader subconsciously gives you the
strengths you associate with them.
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6 MANAGING
THE UNKNOWN
Exercise
How will I understand a new situation?
Discovery planning tool
What I know

What I need
to know

Information sources
Media

Expertise

Success tip: Sharing a draft plan is the quickest way to identify more
information sources—including those whom you share it with.
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7 MAKING
DECISIONS
Exercise
How will I make a decision?
Decision comparison tool
Option 1
Pros

Cons

Option 2
Pros

Option 3
Cons

Pros

Cons

Success tip: Informally (verbally) test your best option with key leaders.
You can then incorporate their feedback before formally presenting.
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8 ADDRESSING
AN EMERGENCY
Exercise
How will I respond to an emergency?
Emergency response tool
What are the facts?

What can we do to avoid or stop the damage?

What do I need to communicate to stakeholders?

Success tip: Speak to key leaders in person to immediately answer questions and avoid misunderstandings or knee-jerk responses.
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9 IMPRESSING
LEADERS
Exercise
How will I act like a leader?
Leadership planning tool
What are the desired outcomes (how is success being measured)?

What strategies are we investing in (e.g., greater customer focus, more
innovation, etc.)?

Where could we lose sight of our objectives (e.g., increased scope,
unrelated preparation activities, etc.)?

Success tip: Reviewing this summary before you start the week or
attend important meetings will help you stay above the daily noise.
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10 NOT TAKING
THINGS PERSONALLY
Exercise
How will I keep things in perspective?
Situation analysis tool
What pressures are they under?

Why does the action make sense for them?

What would I have done differently?

Success tip: Asking the person why they did what they did in a nonjudgmental way will avoid making incorrect assumptions about motives.
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11 RESPONDING
TO CRITICISM
Exercise
What criticisms might someone raise about my
work (presentation, progress made, etc.)?
Criticism assessment tool
Possible criticism

Facts to address

Success tip: Anticipating criticisms and rehearsing your responses to
them will avoid emotional responses when you’re asked to defend your
views.
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12 OVERCOMING
A BLOCKER
Exercise
How will I neutralize a blocker?
Alignment script
Script
Opening

Issue

Alignment of outcomes

Confirm support

Closing

Success tip: Saying “thank you” as you leave reinforces the commitment
you’ve made with each other and demonstrates your appreciation for that
commitment.
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13 IDENTIFYING YOUR
LESSONS LEARNED
Exercise
What have I learned from my role on this
change project?
My lessons-learned assessment
What worked well that I would want to repeat?

What didn’t work well that I wouldn’t?

What surprised me?

Success tip: Lessons are best communicated when you illustrate them
with stories.
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14 DEVELOPING A BUSINESS
CASE FOR CHANGE
Exercise
How can I justify my project?
Business case planning tool
Strategies prioritized
by leaders

How can my project
deliver them?

Estimated benefits and
costs to the business

Success tip: Confirm with leaders that the objectives they previously set
are still the most important to them.
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15 MEASURING
SUCCESS
Exercise
Which measures will determine my success?
Success measurement planner
Metric

Data required

Owner of data

Success tip: Using the same template to present every progress update
communicates consistency and credibility.
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16 CREATING A VISION
FOR THE CHANGE
Exercise
What’s my change vision?
Change vision planner
What will be different (reason to believe)?

Why will it be better?

What will intrigue people about the future (what’s cool)?

Success tip: Describing how people will work in the future helps them
conceptualize the benefits they will gain, and the changes required to
make it a reality.
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17 CREATING A
CHANGE PLAN
Exercise
How will I prepare people to do
things differently?
Change planning tool
Support elements

Month 1

Month 2

Month 3

Communication plan

Training plan

Engagement plan

Success tip: Showing how the three people-support elements align
leading up to the launch date will help leaders and their teams feel confident that they’ll be ready for the change.
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18 DEFINING HOW
PEOPLE MUST CHANGE
Exercise
How must people adapt to successfully adopt
the change?
Adaptation needs summary
Type of change

Current (“from”)

Future (“to”)

Mindsets (attitudes)

Actions (routines)

Behaviors (conduct)

Success tip: New behaviors lead to new mindsets. Focus on how people
interact.
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19 COMPETING
FOR RESOURCES
Exercise
Why should my project receive resources
over others?
Resource business case builder
Stakeholders

Benefits

Examples

Quotes

Success tip: Quotes from people who have a stake in the change are
personal and emotional—they are more convincing than the numbers.
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20 NEGOTIATING
DEADLINES
Exercise
What’s the least amount of time I need to
complete my activities?
Minimum timeline planner
Activities

Time estimate

10% buffer

Total time

Success tip: It’s far easier to negotiate for more time before implementation starts, because at that point the plan is still conceptual and
emotions are in check.
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21 ASSESSING
RISKS
Exercise
What could go wrong with my plan?
Risk assessment tool
Impact
Likelihood

Low

High

High

Low

Success tip: Familiarizing leaders and the project team with the risks
reduces the likelihood of those risks occurring and increases the speed of
action if they do.
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22 CREATING A CHANGE
CHAMPION NETWORK
Exercise
Who needs to be a member of my change
champion network?
Change champion network planner
Function/team

Leader

Champion

Success tip: Ensure all groups affected by the change are represented to
maximize influence and avoid a slight that could cause resistance.
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23 COMMUNICATING
EFFECTIVELY
Exercise
What are my audience’s communication
preferences?
Audience profile assessment tool
Group

How are they
impacted?

What are their
hopes and fears?

What needs to
be communicated?

Who is the best
communicator?

Success tip: Test your messages with a few members of your audience to
avoid (or at least be prepared for) adverse reactions.
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24 TELLING PEOPLE
WHAT TO EXPECT
Exercise
How will people prepare for the change?
Change roadmap builder
Steps of
preparation

Activities

Actions

How will we measure the
completion of the actions?

Success tip: Always present the “big picture” before the small details to
help people understand why it’s important to participate.
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25 MEASURING
PROGRESS
Exercise
What measures will demonstrate that
I’m achieving project outcomes?
Measurement dashboard
Outcome/checkpoint

Data (two sources)

Stakeholder quotes

Success tip: Reminding leaders of the rationale behind which metrics
were chosen will avoid challenges to them later.
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26 REPORTING AGAINST
THE TIMELINE
Exercise
What’s my plan to get back on track?
Gap closure action plan
Gap

Closure
activities

Steps to
complete

Owner

Completion
date

Success tip: Being clear on how and when you’ll update leaders on
progress helps build confidence in your capability to get back on track.
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27 PRESENTING AT A
LEADERSHIP REVIEW
Exercise
How do I structure a leadership project
review meeting?
Leadership review agenda planner
Objectives (decisions to be made):

Topics:
1
2
3
Agreements and next steps:

Success tip: Planning for 10 minutes of flex time will help accommodate
extra questions or longer dialogues.
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28 MEASURING READINESS
FOR CHANGE
Exercise
Do people have the knowledge and skills
required to pass the checkpoint?
Readiness assessment tool
Checkpoint:

Date:

Readiness points to assess:

Status (green, yellow or red) and notes
Leaders

Managers

Employees

Success tip: “Yes or no” assessment questions are best (e.g., “Do
employees know how to get help at go-live?”) because they remove the
middling answers.
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29 IDENTIFYING PROJECT
LESSONS LEARNED
Exercise
What lessons can I learn from this project?
Lessons-learned summary
Area

What worked well/
could be improved?

Consequences

Lesson learned

Success tip: Give people examples of areas to assess, e.g., leader support,
communication, training.
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30 EMPATHIZING
WITH OTHERS
Exercise
What are my stakeholders worried about?
Stakeholder map framework
Stakeholder group

Likes

Dislikes

Fears

Success tip: Check that people have accurate information about the
change before you ask them about their perspectives. Some don’t.
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31 EARNING
TRUST
Exercise
What can I do to ensure people see me as
trustworthy?
Trust building planner
Stakeholder

Help requested

Help given in return

Completed ( )

Success tip: The quicker you return the favor, the stronger the bond
you form.
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32 PREPARING LEADERS
TO LEAD CHANGE
Exercise
What feedback do I need to give?
Leader feedback planner
Areas

Supportive

Corrective

Communicating
vision

Demonstrating
behaviors

Removing
roadblocks

Success tip: Beginning with positive observations followed by corrective
ones reduces resistance to improvement.
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33 INFLUENCING
DECISIONS
Exercise
How will I present my recommendation to
leaders?
Decision-making presentation tool
Recommendation
(one sentence)

Objective
it supports

How?

External
validation (proof)

Success tip: Approaching leaders early in the decision-making process
will position your option as the default choice that all others will be
compared to.
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34 CHANGING
YOUR CULTURE
Exercise
How will leaders demonstrate the most
important new behavior that will enable
change?
Culture change visioning tool
Most important
new behavior

What it looks,
sounds and
feels like

Opposite
behavior

What it looks,
sounds and
feels like

Success tip: Sharing an example of how the new behavior contributed to
a past success implies that some people already have it.
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35 LEVERAGING YOUR
EXISTING CULTURE
Exercise
How can my organizational culture make the
project a success?
Existing culture assessment tool
Existing cultural
behavior

Examples of how it has
contributed to success

Examples of how it will contribute
to the project’s success

Success tip: Give people a recent example of a person who exhibited the
behavior, and how that behavior led to success. People will want to be the
next positive example.
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36 ENGAGING THOSE
WHO ARE CHANGING
Exercise
What changes are required to the plan to
make it work?
Section

What you will say

Setup (5 minutes): Discuss the
importance of getting the plan right.
Activity (60 minutes): Review the
draft plan and ask participants to
identify how it can be improved.
Debrief (20 minutes):
• Confirm changes.
• State steps to update plan.
• Give credit to the team.
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37 ESTABLISHING TEAM
WAYS OF WORKING
Exercise
What guidelines will my team follow to be
effective (e.g., everyone has a voice, discussion
before escalation, share information)?
Team behavior visualization tool
Behavior

What it looks and sounds like

Success tip: Asking people to share common scenarios where the behaviors would be evident provides them with a mental image to follow.
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38 BUILDING TEAM
CONFIDENCE
Exercise
How will I build my team’s confidence so they
can operate at their best?
Team strengths assessment tool
Team member’s name

Experience

Abilities

Success tip: When referencing someone, address them by name, e.g.,
“Mel, your communication expertise is essential for this project.”
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39 BUILDING
MOMENTUM
Exercise
How can I build momentum throughout the
project with communication?
Communication planner
What did we achieve?

How did we achieve it?

Who deserves recognition?

Where are we headed next?

Success tip: Book time in leaders’ calendars for all milestone updates at
the beginning of the project to avoid schedule conflicts.
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40 AVOIDING
TEAM BURNOUT
Exercise
How many resources do we need to complete
the task or project?
Resource assessment tool
Scope (specifications
of outputs)

Timing

Skill sets

Resources required

Success tip: Cite similar tasks from past projects to maximize the credibility of your assessment.
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41 STOPPING DRAMA
(IN ITS TRACKS)
Exercise
How will I resolve a personal conflict that is
affecting the project’s success?
Resolution planning tool
Event

Involved
parties

Person A’s
perspective

Person B’s
perspective

Agreements
for resolution

Success tip: Follow up by sending the list of agreements for resolution to
all parties. It’s a subtle reminder that you’re monitoring progress.
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42 RESETTING
TEAM BEHAVIORS
Exercise
What changes are required to the plan to
make it work?
Section

What you will say

Setup (5 minutes): Discuss the
importance of getting the plan right.
Activity (60 minutes): Review the
draft plan and ask participants to
identify how it can be improved.
Debrief (20 minutes):
• Review each behavior.
• Agree on the placement of behaviors.
• Agree to monitor the top three in each.
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43 ADDRESSING
RESISTANCE
Exercise
What are the sources of resistance and how will
I manage them?
Overcoming resistance planner
Indications of
resistance

Root causes
(sources of fear)

Response

Success tip: Identify concerns during the planning stage to proactively
address sources of fear and mitigate implementation risks.
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44 MAKING
CHANGE STICK
Exercise
What consequences will leaders support for
good and bad behavior?
Consequence selection tool (check all the
consequences that apply to your situation).
Good (reinforcing)

Bad (corrective)

□ Manager praise

□ Manager feedback

□ Leader praise

□ Leader feedback

□ Input into performance review

□ Input into performance review

□ Assignment of additional valued tasks

□ Removal from valued tasks

□ Input into “high potential” employee status

□ Change of role

□ Recognition at town hall meeting

□ Exit

□ Profile in newsletter

Success tip: Be clear on the consequences of supporting and not
supporting the change before go-live so there are no surprises.
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